To study relaxation dynamics of the two-dimensional XY gauge glass, we integrate directly the equations of motion and investigate the energy function. As usual, it decays exponentially at high temperatures; at low but nonzero temperatures, it is found to exhibit an algebraic relaxation. We compute the relaxation time as a function of the temperature T and find that the rapid increase of at low temperatures is well described by ϳ(TϪT g ) Ϫb with T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.02 and bϭ0.76Ϯ0.05, which strongly suggests a finite-temperature glass transition. The decay of vorticity is also examined and explained in terms of a simple heuristic model, which attributes the fast relaxation at high temperatures to annihilation of unpinned vortices.
Recently, dynamics of the physical systems which have many metastable states has drawn much interest. [1] [2] [3] In general, such systems show very slow relaxation at low temperatures, where energy barriers separating metastable states are sufficiently high compared with the thermal energy. The XY gauge glass, which has attracted much attention in relation to the vortex-glass phase of strongly disordered superconductors, 4 is a well-known example of the strongly disordered system with a complex energy landscape. Such a gauge-glass model is of particular interest in two dimensions, with regard to the possible glass order at finite temperatures. Although it is known that the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ XY model with random bond angles does not display a finitetemperature Kosterlitz-Thouless ͑KT͒ transition in the strong-disorder regime corresponding to the gauge glass, 5 there has been controversy as to the value of the glass transition temperature T g : Numerical calculations of the currentvoltage (IV) characteristics 6 have suggested a zerotemperature transition. However, the temperature range probed in Ref. 6 is not sufficient in view of Ref. 7 , where the IV characteristics appear to indicate a glass transition at lower temperature T g Ϸ0. 15 . Further, the analytical result of the vanishing glass-order parameter at finite temperatures 8 does not exclude the possibility of an algebraic glass order, characterized by the algebraic decay of the glass correlation function ͑see Ref. 9 for the definition͒. This is the counterpart of the usual algebraic order ͑and the associated KT transition͒ in the 2D pure XY model, where the Mermin-Wagner theorem 10 does not forbid the existence of such a quasi-longrange order, i.e., the algebraic decay of the spin-spin correlation function. Recently, a similar point has been made on the nature of two-dimensional disordered lattice. 11 Therefore, we believe that the question on the finite-temperature glass transition is not completely settled. Indeed the possibility of algebraic glass order at low temperatures has been suggested in Ref. 12 , where it has also been shown that the numerical calculation of the defect-wall energy 13 does not rule out the existence of an algebraic glass order at finite temperatures.
In this work, we study dynamics of the 2D XY gauge glass in the absence of an external current and investigate the possible glass order at finite temperatures. For this purpose, we consider an array of resistively shunted Josephson junctions with random magnetic bond angles, whose equations of motion are derived from the current conservation condition at each node. Via numerical integration, we compute the energy function and the vorticity function, and find, as expected, that both quantities decay exponentially at high temperatures. In contrast, at low temperatures they are found to exhibit algebraic relaxation: Such striking difference in the decay behaviors according to the temperature T strongly suggests a dynamical glass transition at a finite temperature T g . The behavior of the energy function allows us to estimate the relaxation time , giving the temperature dependence ϳ(TϪT g ) Ϫb with T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.02 and bϭ0.76 Ϯ0.05. Whereas is apparently independent of the system size at sufficiently high temperature (TӷT g ), it increases strikingly with the system size as T approaches T g , manifesting its divergent behavior at TϭT g in the thermodynamic limit. We also present a simple heuristic model to explain the decay of the vorticity function, and argue that unpinned vortices play an important role in the relaxation behavior.
We begin with an LϫL square array of resistively shunted Josephson junctions with periodic boundary conditions in both directions. The net current from grain i to grain j is written as the sum of the Josephson current, the normal current, and the thermal noise current:
where i is the phase of the superconducting order parameter at grain i, I c is the critical current of the junction, V i j is the potential difference across the junction, and R is the shunt resistance. The thermal noise current ⌫ i j at temperature T is assumed to satisfy 
where the summation is over the nearest neighbors of i and we have introduced the dimensionless parameter
and rescaled time t in units of ប/(2eRI c ). It is of interest here to note that Eq. ͑3͒ describes the intrinsic dynamics of the system, based on the current conservation rule. This is in contrast to existing studies of dynamical behaviors, where phenomenological Langevin relaxational dynamics or Glauber dynamics has been adopted, starting from the equilibrium Hamiltonian.
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To study dynamical behaviors, we integrate directly the equations of motion, given by Eq. ͑3͒ with Lϭ8, 12, 16, and 24. In particular, we use random initial conditions with the time step ⌬tϭ0.05, and compute the energy function E(t), the autocorrelation function C(t), and the vorticity function v(t):
where ͚ ͗i, j͘ is the summation over nearest-neighboring pairs, ͗ ͘ denotes the average over both the initial conditions and disorder configurations. The summation ͚ p is taken in the counter-clockwise direction over the bonds surrounding plaquette p, and the phase difference i Ϫ j ϪA i j is defined modulo 2. Since the numerical results are found to be insensitive to the disorder configuration, one realization of A i j is used in most cases. The autocorrelation function in Eq. ͑6͒ measures the time correlation of the glass order parameter; the vorticity function v(t) in Eq. ͑7͒ measures the average chirality on each plaquette regardless of the sign, and is expected to be proportional to the average number density of vortices. In the limit t→ϱ, we expect E(t) and v(t) should approach the equilibrium values E eq and v eq , respectively, at a given temperature T, while C(t) approaches 1/N regardless of the temperature ͑see below͒.
We first summarize the relaxation behavior of the energy function E(t). Figure 1 shows the decay of E(t) ͑in units of បI c /2ek B ) of a 16ϫ16 array at temperatures ͑a͒ Tϭ0.1 and ͑b͒ Tϭ0.6. At Tϭ0.1 it is observed that E(t) does not achieve its equilibrium value within the time range tϽ10 5 , which corresponds to 2ϫ10 6 time steps. In particular Fig.  1͑a͒ shows that for tտ200 E(t) fits well with the algebraic decay E(t)ϪE eq ϳt
Ϫ0.30
, which is in contrast with the exponential relaxation E(t)ϪE eq ϳexp(Ϫt/19) in Fig. 1͑b͒ . This qualitative change in the relaxation behavior may suggest a finite-temperature glass-transition with the glass-transition temperature T g lower than 0.6. To determine T g more precisely, we investigate the normalized energy function
defined to satisfy Ẽ(0)ϭ1 and Ẽ(t→ϱ)ϭ0. Since a system with a complicated free-energy landscape in general possesses various scales of the relaxation time, 14 we write the energy function in the form 14, 15 Ẽ͑t
where P(Ј) describes the distribution of the relaxation time. This gives the average relaxation time as the integral of the energy function:
Relaxation of the energy function at temperatures ͑a͒ Tϭ0.1 and ͑b͒ Tϭ0.6. The system size is 16ϫ16 and the data have been averaged over more than 10 3 samples with different disorder configurations and initial conditions, and error bars correspond to two standard deviations. In ͑a͒ the solid line represents the algebraic decay E(t)ϪE eq ϳt Ϫ0.30 with E eq ϭϪ0.767, while the solid line in ͑b͒ corresponds to E(t)ϪE eq ϳexp(Ϫt/19) with E eq ϭ0.593. As the temperature is decreased, the decay behavior changes from the exponential to the algebraic.
The obtained behavior of is shown in Fig. 2 for various sizes Lϭ12, 16, and 24. 16 It is evident that at high temperatures (Tտ0.5), is independent of L within error bars. At low temperatures, on the other hand, increases with L. This increase becomes more pronounced as the temperature is lowered, suggesting divergent behavior of in the thermodynamic limit as T approaches T g Ϸ0.22 from above. Such a rapid increase of the average relaxation time as T is lowered is very well described by the form
with the glass-transition temperature T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.02 and the exponent bϭ0.76Ϯ0.05, which is represented by the solid line in Fig. 2 . The dotted line in Fig. 2 is the result of the best fit to the form ϳT Ϫc , i.e., with T g ϭ0: It suggests that the behavior of is incompatible with the zero-temperature glass transition.
This method of estimating the transition temperature from the average relaxation time has been used in the study of the three-dimensional Ising spin-glass model, 15 where both the correlation length in equilibrium and the average relaxation time in dynamics have been shown to diverge at the same transition temperature. Indeed a very recent study of the correlation length (T) for the 2D XY gauge-glass model showed that (T) diverges at T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.01, 12 which is consistent with the value obtained dynamically in this work. Here the divergent behavior of the correlation length can be manifested by characteristic finite-size effects in the numerical study performed on a system of finite size: Suppose that the correlation length diverges at T g like ϳ(TϪT g ) Ϫ with the appropriate exponent . In the high-temperature regime, the system size L is in general much larger than , and the system is expected not to display appreciable size dependence. Near T g , on the other hand, we have տL, which leads to strong finite-size effects.
To examine such behavior, we compute the normalized energy function Ẽ(t) at Tϭ0.6 and at Tϭ0.25 and show the results in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. At high temperatures (Tϭ0.6) Fig. 3 shows that the decay of Ẽ(t) does not depend on the system size. In contrast, at low temperatures (Tϭ0.25) the relaxation becomes slower as the size is increased, as displayed in Fig. 4 . This size dependence becomes more distinct as the temperature approaches T g Ϸ0. 22 . 17 These different size-dependent behaviors of Ẽ(t) according to the temperature are certainly consistent with the divergence of the correlation length at T g Ϸ0.22, which indeed supports that both the correlation length in equilibrium and the average relaxation time in dynamics diverge at the same transition temperature T g Ϸ0.22. This estimation is somewhat higher than the value T g Ϸ0.15 estimated from the IV characteristics. 7 The very slow relaxation at low temperatures makes it difficult to reach the stationary state in numerical simulations, and presumably causes the discrepancy in determining T g .
We next investigate the autocorrelation function defined in Eq. ͑6͒, which can be cast in the form:
Relaxation time versus the temperature TϪT g in the log-log scale for system sizes Lϭ12, 16, and 24 with T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.02. Whereas is independent of L at high temperatures, it strongly depends on L as the temperature is lowered. The rapid increase of fits well with the form (TϪT g ) Ϫ0.76 , which is represented by the solid line. Inset: versus T in the log-log scale. The dotted line is the result of the least-squares fit to the form T Ϫc , displaying the incompatibility with the zero-temperature glass transition.
FIG. 3.
Relaxation of the normalized energy function Ẽ at temperature Tϭ0.6. It is evident that Ẽ(t) is independent of the system size. Typical errors are quite small, of the order of 10 Ϫ3 .
For t→ϱ, we expect that i j (t) and i j (0) become independent of each other:
which, combined with ͗cos ij (0)͘ϭ0 upon averaging over initial configurations, reveals that C(t→ϱ)ϭ1/N at any temperature. The autocorrelation function obtained numerically at temperatures Tϭ0.1 and 0.6 is plotted in Fig. 5 , which shows that approach of C(t) to the asymptotic value for TϽT g is qualitatively different from that for TϾT g . We finally study the decay of the vorticity function v(t), and propose a heuristic model to understand the nature of the transition in terms of annihilation of vortices and antivortices. The vortices present in the system may be classified into three types with regard to their origins: quenched vortices induced by the random bond angle ͑type I͒, thermally generated vortices ͑type II͒, and vortices introduced by the random initial conditions ͑type III͒. It is plausible to assume that the numbers of vortices and antivortices are equal for each type. Since vortices of type III annihilate as time goes on, only vortices of types I and II exist in equilibrium; thermal vortices ͑of type II͒ exist at nonzero temperatures (TϾ0). 5 It is further assumed that vortices of type III annihilate with antivortices of the same type or unpinned antivortices of types I and II. Since a vortex and an antivortex attract each other, and annihilate when they meet, we suppose that a vortex-antivortex pair with the size ͑i.e., the distance between the vortex and the antivortex͒ smaller than l annihilates after time t. To obtain the transient behavior of the vorticity function, we consider a vortex configuration consisting of n antivortices of type III and n 0 unpinned antivortices of types I and II. The average distance a between the randomly positioned antivortices is given by aϷͱS/(nϩn 0 ), where S is the total area. We now con- sider a single vortex of type III added at a random position. The probability P of the distance between this additional vortex and the nearest antivortex being smaller than l may be written as PϷl 2 /a 2 Ϸ( 2 l 2 /S)(nϩn 0 ), which leads to the decay rate for n vortices of type III
Note here that n 0 has been assumed to take its equilibrium value and the fluctuations of n 0 have been neglected. Thus Eq. ͑14͒ is valid for t greater than the ''equilibration'' time t 0 of n 0 beyond which n 0 (t) reaches its equilibrium value n 0 . It is straightforward to obtain the solution of Eq. ͑14͒: again for t is larger than t 0 . We compute numerically the vorticity function, and exhibit the results in Fig. 6 for ͑a͒ Tϭ0.1 and ͑b͒ Tϭ0. 6 . At high temperatures (Tϭ0.6), Fig. 6͑b͒ shows that the numerical data indeed fit very well with Eq. ͑15͒ with c 1 Ϸ0.035 and c 2 Ϸ0.087, even for rather small t (տ1). On the other hand, at low temperatures, the equilibration time t 0 grows large and is expected to be larger than the observation time t, thus making Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒ invalid. In this case the decay of the vorticity function is described by an algebraic function rather than Eq. ͑15͒. In Fig. 6͑a͒ , the vorticity function at Tϭ0.1 is shown to be well described by the algebraic function v(t)Ϫv eq ϳt Ϫ0.41
. We have also measured the average relaxation time vor of the normalized vorticity function, defined similarly to Eq. ͑8͒, and found that it is also divergent near T g , again supporting a finite-temperature glass transition.
In summary, we have investigated dynamics of a twodimensional XY gauge glass via numerical integration of equations of motion obtained from current conservation conditions. At low temperatures both the energy function and the vorticity function have been found to relax algebraically, which is in contrast with the exponential decay at high temperatures. The autocorrelation function at low temperature has also been shown to relax very slowly. The relaxation time has been computed and shown to follow ϳ(TϪT g ) Ϫ0.76 with T g ϭ0.22Ϯ0.02. Such divergence of the relaxation time in turn implies the divergence of the correlation length, or slowly ͑e.g., algebraically͒ decaying spatial correlations. 12 Finally, the relaxation of the vorticity function has been shown to be closely related to diffusion of unpinned vortices. 
